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Abstract

Data suggest that, as consumers make sufficiently many decisions, they introspect and form decision rules that differ from rules they describe prior to introspection. Articulated introspection-based rules predict future decisions significantly better and are more stable and less likely to be influenced by context. The observed effects derive from two studies in which respondents made consideration-set decisions, answered structured questions about decision rules, and wrote an e-mail to a friend who would act as their agent. The tasks were rotated. Weeks later respondents made consideration-set decisions but from a different set of product profiles. Product profiles were complex (53 automotive aspects in the first study) and chosen to represent the marketplace. Decisions were incentive-aligned and the decision format allowed consumers to revise their consideration set as they evaluated profiles. Delayed validation, qualitative comments, and response times provide insight on how decision-rule introspection affects and is affected by consumers’ stated decision rules.
One of the main ideas that has emerged from behavioral decision research (is that) preferences and beliefs are actually constructed—not merely revealed—in the elicitation process.

– Paul Slovic, Dale Griffin, and Amos Tversky (1990)

Experts process information more deeply ...


Maria was happy with her 1995 Ford Probe. It was a sporty and stylish coupe, unique and, as a hatchback, versatile, but it was old and rapidly approaching its demise. She thought she knew her (conjunctive) consideration rule—a sporty coupe with a sunroof, not black, white or silver, stylish, well-handling, moderate fuel economy, and moderately priced. Typical of automotive consumers she scoured the web, read Consumer Reports, and identified her consideration set based on her stated conjunctive criteria. She learned that most new (2010) sporty, stylish coupes had a chop-top style with poor visibility and even worse trunk space. With her growing consumer expertise, she changed her conjunctive rules to retain must-have rules for color, handling, and fuel economy, drop the must-have rule for a sunroof, add must-have rules on visibility and trunk space, and relax her price tradeoffs. The revisions to her decision rule were triggered by the choice-set context, but were the result of extensive introspection. She retrieved from memory visualizations of how she used her Probe and how she would likely use the new vehicle. As a consumer, novice to the current automobile market, her consideration rule predicted she would consider a Hyundai Genesis Coupe, a Nissan Altima Coupe, and a certified-used Infiniti G37 Coupe; as a more-expert automotive consumer her consideration rule predicted she would consider an Audi A5 and a certified-used BMW 335i Coupe. But our story is not finished. Maria was thrifty and continued to drive her Probe until it succumbed to old age at which time she used the web (e.g., cars.com) to identify her choice set and make a final decision. This paper provides insight
on whether we should expect Maria to construct a new consideration rule based on the new choice-set context or to retain her introspected consideration rule in the new context.

Maria’s (true) story illustrates major tenets of modern consumer decision theory. (1) Maria simplified her decision process with a two-stage consider-then-choose process (e.g., Beach and Potter 1992; Hauser and Wernerfelt 1990; Payne 1976; Payne, et. al. 1993; Roberts and Lattin 1991; Montgomery and Svenson 1976; Punj and Moore 2009; Simonson, Nowlis, and Lemon 1993). Conjunctive consideration rule(s) were used to screen alternatives rather than make the final choice. (2) Her consideration rules were constructed based on the available choice alternatives even though she began with an *a priori* consideration rule (e.g., Bettman, Luce, and Payne 1998, 2008; Lichtenstein and Slovic 2006; Morton and Fasolo 2009; Payne, Bettman, and Johnson 1988, 1992, 1993; Payne, Bettman, and Schkade 1999; Rabin 1998; Slovic, Griffin, and Tversky 1990.) (3) Although Maria was not under time pressure either initially or when her Probe expired, the large number of alternatives (200+ make-model combinations) and the large number of automotive features caused her to use conjunctions in her decision heuristic (*supra* citations plus Bröder 2000; Gigerenzer and Goldstein 1996; Klein and Yadav 1989; Martignon and Hoffrage 2002; Thorngate 1980). (4) As Maria became a more-expert automotive consumer she modified her heuristic consideration rules (Alba and Hutchinson 1987; Betsch, et. al. 2001; Bröder and Schiffer 2006; Brucks 1985; Hensen and Helgeson 1996; Newell, et. al. 2004).

These major tenets are flexible, but as typically interpreted, they predict differently the consideration rule that Maria used three months after her initial search when her mechanic told her she must replace her Probe. Constructed-decision-rule theories, if applied to consideration decisions, suggest Maria would reconstruct her decision rules three months hence, possibly affected by anchoring, compromise effects, asymmetric dominance, and other context effects (Hu-
ber, Payne, and Puto 1982; Huber and Puto 1983; Kahneman and Tversky 1979; Simonson and Tversky 1992; Thaler 1985). As Payne, Bettman, and Schkade (1999, 245) summarize: “(a) major tenet of the constructive perspective … (is that) preferences are generally constructed at the time the valuation question is asked.”

In contrast the learning and expertise literatures suggest that greater training (expertise) leads to decisions that are more likely to endure (Betsch, et al. 1999; 2001; Bröder and Newell 2008; Bröder and Schiffer 2006; Garcia-Retamero and Rieskamp 2009; Hensen and Helgeson 1996, 2001; Newell, Weston, and Shanks 2004). Even the classic Bettman and Zins (1977, 79) research on constructed decision rules found a roughly equal distribution of constructed rules, implementation of rules from memory, and preprocessed choices. Betsch, et al. (1999, 152) suggest that “a growing body of research provides ample evidence that future choices are strongly predicted by past behavior (behavioral routines).” And Hensen and Helgeson (1996, 42) opine that: “Training … may result in different choice strategies from those of the untrained.” The expertise and learning theories would likely predict that Maria’s more-expert introspected decision rule endured. They predict Maria would be less likely to reconstruct her decision rule and that the effect of context would diminish.

In this paper we interpret evidence that informs the tension between typical interpretations of construction and expertise. Evidence suggests that, when faced with an important and potentially novel decision, consumers like Maria learn their consideration rules through introspection. Self-reported consideration rules predict later decisions much better when they are elicited after substantial incentive-aligned consideration tasks than when they are elicited before such tasks. (Respondents had a reasonable chance of getting a car (plus cash) worth $40,000, where the specific car was based on the respondent’s stated consideration rules.) Evidence from
a second study (mobile phones) reinforces the introspection-learning hypothesis and suggests that measurement context effects during the learning phase endure. In both studies, qualitative comments, response times, and changes in decision rules are consistent with an introspection-learning hypothesis.

Our data suggest further that the task training, common in behavioral experiments, is not sufficient to induce introspection learning. It is likely that many published constructed-decision-rule experiments are in domains where respondents were not given sufficient opportunity for introspection learning.

**OUR APPROACH**

Our paper has the flavor of an effects paper (Deighton, et al. 2010). The data were collected to compare new methods to measure and elicit consideration rules (Anonymous 2010). As suggested by Payne, Bettman, and Johnson (1993, 252) these data were focused on consideration-set decisions—a domain where decision heuristics are likely. Serendipitously, the data inform issues of decision rule construction and introspection learning (this paper).

The data were expensive to obtain because the measurement approximated *in vivo* decision making. For example, in the first study all measures were incentive-aligned, the consideration-set decision approximated as closely as feasible marketplace automotive-consideration-set decisions, and the 53-aspect feature set was adapted to our target consumers but drawn from a large-scale national study by a US automaker. (An aspect is a feature-level as defined by Tversky 1972.) The automaker’s study, not discussed here, involved many automotive experts and managers and provided essential insight to support the automaker’s attempt to emerge from bankruptcy and regain a place in consumers’ consideration sets. These characteristics helped assure that the feature-set was realistic and representative of decisions by real automotive consumers.
The second study was also incentive aligned and approximated as closely as feasible mobile phone decisions in Hong Kong. Data which approximate in vivo decisions are messier than focused in vitro experiments, but new phenomena are more likely to emerge (Greenwald, et al. 1986).

Because we are interpreting effects to form hypotheses we forego the standard hypothesis-then-test format. Instead we describe first the two studies and then interpret new analyses as evidence suggesting introspection learning. Ancillary data (qualitative comments, response times, decision rule evolution) provide further insight. We then re-interpret evidence from various literatures in light of introspection learning and, from these literatures, we expand the introspection learning hypothesis. We leave further exploration to future in vitro experiments.

For clarity we state the basic hypothesis: Introspection learning implies that, if consumers are given a sufficiently realistic task and enough time to complete that task, consumers will introspect their decision rules (and potential consumption of the products). Introspection helps consumers clarify and articulate their decision rules. The clarified decision rules endure and are more stable and less likely to be influenced by context.

**TASK ORDER SUGGESTS CONSUMERS LEARN CONSIDERATION RULES**

Overview of the Study Design (First Study, Automobiles)

Student respondents are relative novices with respect to automotive purchases, but interested in the category and likely to make a purchase upon graduation. In a set of rotated online tasks, respondents were (1) asked to form consideration sets from a set of 30 realistic automobile profiles chosen randomly from a 53-aspect orthogonal set of automotive features, (2) asked to state their preferences through a structured elicitation procedure (Casemap, Srinivasan and Wynder 1988), and (3) asked to state their consideration rules in an unstructured e-mail to a friend who
would act as their agent. Task details are given below. Prior to completing these rotated tasks they were introduced to the automotive features by text and pictures and, as training in the features, asked to evaluate 9 profiles for potential consideration. Respondents completed the training task in less than $1/10^{th}$ the amount of time observed for any of the three primary tasks. One week later respondents were re-contacted and asked to again form consideration sets, but this time from a different randomly-chosen set of 30 realistic automobile profiles.

The study was pretested on 41 respondents and, by the end of the pretests, respondents found the survey easy to understand and representative of their decision processes. The 204 respondents agreed. On five-point scales, the tasks were easy to understand (2.01, SD = .91, where 1 = “extremely easy”) and easy for respondents’ to understand that it was in their best interests to tell us their true preference (1.81, SE = .85, where 1 = “extremely easy”). Respondents felt they could express their preferences accurately (2.19, SD=.97, where 1 = “very accurately”).

Incentive Alignment (Prize Indemnity Insurance)

Incentive alignment rather than the more-formal term, incentive compatible, is a set of motivating heuristics designed to induce (1) respondents to believe it is in their interests to think hard and tell the truth, (2) it is, as much as feasible, in their interests to do so, and (3) there is no obvious way to improve their welfare by cheating. Instructions were written and pretested carefully to reinforce these beliefs (Ding 2007; Ding, Grewal and Liechty 2005; Ding, Park and Bradlow 2009; Kugelberg 2004; Park, Ding and Rao 2008; Prelec 2004; Toubia, Hauser and Garcia 2007; Toubia, et al. 2003).

Designing aligned incentives for consideration-set decisions is challenging because consideration is an intermediate stage in the decision process. Kugelberg (2000) used purposefully vague statements that were pretested to encourage respondents to trust that it was in their best in-
terests to tell the truth. For example, if respondents believed they would always receive their most-preferred automobile from a known set, the best response is a consideration set of exactly one automobile.

A common format is a secret set which is revealed after the study is completed. With a secret set, if respondents’ decision rules screened out too few vehicles, they had a good chance of getting an automobile they did not like. On the other hand, if their decision rules screened out too many vehicles none would have remained in the consideration set and their decision rules would not have affected the vehicle they received. We chose the size of the secret set, 20 vehicles, carefully through pretests. Having a restricted set has external validity (Urban and Hauser 2004). The vast majority (80-90%) of US consumers choose automobiles from dealers’ inventories (Urban, Hauser, and Roberts 1990 and March 2010 personal communication from a US automaker).

All respondents received a participation fee of $15 when they completed both the initial three tasks and the delayed validation task. In addition, one randomly-drawn respondent was given the chance to receive $40,000 toward an automobile (with cash back if the price was less than $40,000), where the specific automobile (features and price) would be determined by the respondent’s answers to one of the sections of the survey (three initial tasks or the delayed validation task). To simulate actual automotive decisions and to maintain incentive alignment, respondents were told that a staff member, not associated with the study, had chosen 20 automobiles from dealer inventories in the area. The secret list was made public after the study.

To implement the incentives we purchased prize indemnity insurance where, for a fixed fee, the insurance company would pay $40,000 if a respondent won an automobile. One random respondent got the chance to choose two of 20 envelopes. Two of the envelopes contained a winning card; the other 18 contained a losing card. If both envelopes had contained a winning
card, the respondent would have received the $40,000 prize. Such drawings are common for radio and automotive promotions. Experience suggests that respondents perceive the chance of winning to be at least as good as the two-in-20 drawing implies (see also the fluency and automated-choice literatures: Alter and Oppenheimer 2008; Frederick 2002; Oppenheimer 2008). In the actual drawing, the respondent’s first card was a winner, but, alas, the second card was not.

Consideration-Set-Decision, Structured-Elicitation, and Unstructured-Elicitation Tasks

Consideration-Set Decision Task. We designed the consideration-set-decision task to be as realistic as possible given the constraints of an online survey. Just as Maria learned and adapted her consideration rules as she searched online to replace her Probe, we wanted respondents to be able to revisit consideration-set decisions as they evaluated the 30 profiles. The computer screen was divided into three areas. The 30 profiles were displayed as icons in a “bullpen” on the left. When a respondent moused over an icon, all features were displayed in a middle area using text and pictures. The respondent could consider, not consider, or replace the profile. All considered profiles were displayed in an area on the right and the respondent could toggle the area to display either considered or not-considered profiles and could, at any time, move a profile among the considered, not-considered, or to-be-evaluated sets. Respondents took the task seriously investing, on average, 7.7 minutes to evaluate 30 profiles. This is substantially more time than the 0.7 minutes respondents spent on the sequential 9-profile training task, even accounting for the larger number of profiles ($p < .01$).

Table 1 summarizes the features and feature levels. The genesis of these features was the large-scale study used by a US automaker to test a variety of marketing campaigns and product-development strategies to encourage consumers to consider its vehicles. After the automaker
shared its feature list with us, we modified the list of brands and features for our target audience. The $20 \times 7 \times 5^2 \times 4 \times 3^4 \times 2^2$ feature-level design is large by industry standards, but remained understandable to respondents. To make profiles realistic and to avoid dominated profiles (e.g., Elrod, Louviere and Davey 1992; Green, Helsen, and Shandler 1988; Johnson, Meyer and Ghose 1989; Hauser, et. al. 2010; Toubia, et al. 2003; Toubia, et al. 2004), prices were a sum of experimentally-varied levels and feature-based prices chosen to represent market prices at the time of the study (e.g., we used a price increment for a BMW relative to a Scion). We removed unrealistic profiles if a brand-body-style did not appear in the market. (The resulting sets of profiles had a D-efficiency of .98.)

Insert table 1 about here.

**Structured-Elicitation Task.** The structured task collects data on both compensatory and conjunctive decision rules. We chose an established method, Casemap, that is used widely and that we have used in previous studies. Following Srinivasan (1988), closed-ended questions ask respondents to indicate unacceptable feature levels, indicate their most- and least-preferred level for each feature, identify the most-important critical feature, rate the importance of every other feature relative to the critical feature, and scale preferences for levels within each feature. Prior research suggests that the compensatory portion of Casemap is as accurate as decompositional conjoint analysis, but that respondents are over-zealous in indicating unacceptable levels (Akaah and Korgaonkar 1983; Bateson, Reibstein and Boulding 1987; Green 1984; Green and Helsen 1989; Green, Krieger and Banal 1988; Huber, et al. 1993; Klein 1986; Leigh, MacKay and Summers 1984, Moore and Semenik 1988, Sawtooth 1996; Srinivasan and Park 1997; Srinivasan and Wyner 1988). This was the case with our respondents. Predicted consideration sets were
much smaller with Casemap than were observed or predicted with data from the other tasks.

*Unstructured-Elicitation Task.* Respondents were asked to write an e-mail to a friend who would act as their agent should they win the lottery. Other than a requirement to begin the e-mail with “Dear Friend,” no other restrictions were placed on what they could say. To align incentives we told them that two agents would use the e-mail to select automobiles and, if the two agents disagreed, a third agent would settle ties. (The agents would act only on the respondent’s e-mail—no other personal communication.) To encourage trust, agents were audited (Toubia 2006). Following standard procedures the data were coded for compensatory and conjunctive rules, where the latter could include must-have and must-not-have rules (e.g., Griffin and Hauser 1993; Hughes and Garrett 1990; Perreault and Leigh 1989; Wright 1973). Example responses and coding rules are available from the authors and published in Anonymous (2010). Data from all tasks and validations are available from the authors.

**Predictive-Ability Measures**

The validation task occurred roughly one-week after the initial tasks and used the same format as the consideration-set-decision task. Respondents saw a new draw of 30 profiles from the orthogonal design (different draw for each respondent). For the structured-elicitation task we used standard Casemap analyses: first eliminating unacceptable profiles and then using the compensatory portion with a cutoff as described below. For the unstructured-elicitation task we used the stated conjunctive rules to eliminate or to include profiles and then the coded compensatory rules. To predict consideration with compensatory rules we needed to establish a cutoff. We established the cutoff with a logit analysis of consideration-set sizes (based on the calibration data only) with stated price range, the number of non-price elimination rules, and the number of non-price compensatory rules as explanatory variables.
As a benchmark, we used the data from the calibration consideration-set-decision task to predict consideration sets in the validation data. We make predictions using standard hierarchical-Bayes, choice-based-conjoint-like, additive logit analysis estimated with data from the calibration consideration-set-decision task (HB CBC, Hauser, et al. 2010; Lenk, et al. 1996; Rossi and Allenby 2003, Sawtooth 2004; Swait and Erdem 2007). An additive HB CBC model is sufficiently general to represent both compensatory decision rules and many non-compensatory decision rules (Bröder 2000; Jedidi and Kohli 2005; Kohli and Jedidi 2007; Olshavsky and Acito 1980; Yee, et al. 2007). In the first study we could not use non-compensatory revealed-preference methods because such methods are not computationally feasible for a 53-aspect design (Boros, et al. 1997; Gilbride and Allenby 2004, 2006; Hauser, et al. 2010; Jedidi and Kohli 2005; Yee, et al. 2007). Non-compensatory revealed-preference methods are feasible for the $4^5 \times 2^2$ feature-set in the second study.

To measure predictive ability we report relative Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL, also known as relative entropy). KL divergence measures the expected divergence in Shannon’s (1948) information measure between the validation data and a model’s predictions and provides an evaluation of predictive ability that is rigorous and discriminates well (Chaloner and Veridinelli 1995; Kullback and Leibler 1951). Relative KL rescales KL divergence relative to the KL divergence between the validation data and a random model (100% is perfect prediction and 0% is no information.) Anonymous (2010) provide formulae for consideration-set decisions. See also Hauser, et al. (2010) for a related measure.

KL provides better discrimination than hit rates for consideration-set data because consideration-set sizes tend to be small relative to full choice sets (Hauser and Wernerfelt 1990). For example, if a respondent considers only 30% of the profiles then even a null model of “predict-
nothing-is-considered” would get a 70% hit rate. On the other hand, KL is sensitive to both false positive and false negative predictions—it identifies that the “predict-nothing-is-considered” null model contains no information. (For those readers interested in hit rates, we repeat key analyses at the end of the paper. The implications are the same.)

**COMPARISON OF PREDICTIVE ABILITY BASED ON TASK ORDER**

If introspection learning takes place we expect predictive accuracy to depend upon the order(s) in which respondents completed the three tasks. For example, consumers should be able to articulate decision rules better after completing an intensive task that causes them to think deeply about their decision rules. (From the literature, qualitative data, and many years studying automotive decisions, we believe consumers form these decision rules as they introspect the decision process, but the predictive tests cannot rule out an hypothesis that consumers retrieve decision rules from heretofore obscured memory.)

Analysis of Predictive Ability versus Task, Task Order, and Interactions (First Study)

Initial analysis, available from the authors, suggests that there is a task-order effect, but the effect is for first-in-order versus not-first-in-order. (That is, it does not matter whether a task is second versus third; it only matters that it is first or not first.) Based on this simplification Table 2 summaries the analysis of variance. All predictions are based on the calibration data. All validations are based on consideration-set decisions one week later.

Task \((p < .01)\), task order \((p = .02)\) and interactions \((p = .03)\) are all significant. The task-based-prediction difference is the methodological issue discussed in Anonymous (2010). The first-vs.-not-first effect and its interaction with task is interesting theoretically relative to the introspection-learning hypothesis. Table 3 provides a simpler summary that isolates the effect as
driven by the task order of unstructured-elicitation (the e-mail task).

Insert tables 2 and 3 about here.

Respondents are better able to describe decision rules that predict consideration sets one week later if they first complete either a 30-profile consideration-set decision or a structured set of queries about their decision rules \((p < .01)\). The information in the predictions one-week later is over 60% larger if respondents have the opportunity for such introspection learning via either an intensive decision task (30 profiles) or an intensive structured-elicitation task \((KL = .151 \text{ vs. .093})\). There are hints of introspection learning for Casemap \((KL = .068 \text{ vs. .082})\), but such learning, if it exists, is not significant in table 3 \((p = .40)\). On the other hand, revealed-decision-rule predictions (based on HB CBC) do not benefit if respondents are first asked to self-state decision rules with either the e-mail or Casemap tasks. This is consistent with a hypothesis that the bullpen format allows respondents to introspect and revisit consideration decisions and thus learn their decision rules during the consideration-set-decision task.

Commentary on the Task Order Effect for the E-mail Task

We believe that the results in table 3 indicate more than just a methodological finding. Table 3 implies the following observations for the (automotive) consideration decision:

- respondents are better able to articulate stable decision rules to an agent after introspection. (Introspection came either from substantial consideration-set decisions or the highly-structured Casemap task.)
- the articulated decision rules endure (at minimum, their predictive ability endures for at least one week)
- 9-profile, sequential, profile-evaluation training does not provide sufficient introspection
learning (because substantially more learning was observed in tables 2 and 3).

- Pretests indicated respondents felt the 9-profile warm-up was sufficient to introduce them to the features, the feature levels, and the task. This suggests that introspection learning is more than simply learning the composition of the market.

We examined attribution and self-perception theories as alternative explanations to introspection learning. Both theories explain why validation choices might be consistent with stated choices (Folkes 1988; Morwitz, Johnson, and Schmittlein 1993; Sternthal and Craig 1982), but they do not explain the order effect or the task x order interaction. In our data all respondents completed all three tasks prior to validation. We can also rule out recency hypotheses because there is no effect due to second versus third in the task order.

Our respondents were mostly novices with respect to automobile purchases. We believe most respondents did not have well-formed decision rules prior to our study but, like Maria, they learned their decision rules through introspection as they made consideration decisions (or completed the highly-structured Casemap task) that determined the automobile they would receive (if they won the lottery). If this hypothesis is correct, then it has profound implications for research on constructed decision rules. Most experiments in the literature do not begin with substantial introspective training and, likely, are in a domain when respondents are still on the steep part of the learning curve.

If most constructed-decision experiments are in the domain where respondents are still learning their decision rules, then there are at least two possibilities with very different implications. (1) Context affects decision rules during learning and the context effect endures even if consumers later have time for extensive introspection. If this is the case, then it is important to understand the interaction of context and learning. Alternatively, (2) context might affect deci-
sion rules during learning, but the context effect might be overwhelmed *in vivo* when consumers have sufficient time for introspection. If this is the case, then there are research opportunities to define the boundaries of context-effect phenomena.

We next examine ancillary data from the automotive study to explore the reasonableness of the introspection-learning hypothesis. We then describe a second study which reinforces the introspection-learning hypothesis and addresses issues of whether context-like effects endure.

**QUALITATIVE SUPPORT, RESPONSE TIMES, AND DECISION-RULE EVOLUTION**

The first study was a methodological study designed to examine the predictive ability of unstructured elicitation. Qualitative data, response times, and decision-rule evolution were obtained, but not focused systematically on introspection learning. Nonetheless, we can examine unsolicited comments for further insight.

Qualitative Comments in the First Study

Respondents were asked to “please give us additional feedback on the study you just completed.” Many of these comments were methodological: “*There was a wide variety of vehicles to choose from, and just about all of the important features that consumers look for were listed.*” However, qualitative comments also provided insight on introspection learning. These comments suggest that the decision tasks helped respondents to think deeply about imminent car purchases. (We corrected minor spelling and grammar in the quotes.)

- *As I went through (the tasks) and studied some of the features and started doing comparisons I realized what I actually preferred.*
- *The study helped me realize which features were more important when deciding to purchase a vehicle. Next time I do go out to actively search for a new vehicle, I will take*
more factors into consideration.

- I have not recently put this much thought into what I would consider about purchasing a new vehicle. Since I am a good candidate for a new vehicle, I did put a great deal of effort into this study, which opened my eyes to many options I did not know sufficient information about.

- This study made me think a lot about what car I may actually want in the near future.

- Since in the next year or two I will actually be buying a car, (the tasks) helped me start thinking about my budget and what things I'll want to have in the car.

- (The tasks were) a good tool to use because I am considering buying another car so it was helpful.

- I found (the tasks) very interesting, I never really considered what kind of car I would like to purchase before.

Further comments provide insight on the task-order effect: “Since I had the tell-an-agent-what-you-think portion first, I was kind of thrown off. I wasn't as familiar with the options as I would’ve been if I had done this portion last. I might have missed different aspects that could have been expanded on.” Comments also suggested that the task caused respondents to think deeply: “I understood the tasks, but sometimes it was hard to know which I would prefer.” and “It is more difficult than I thought to actually consider buying a car.”

Response Times in the First Study

In any set of tasks we expect respondents to learn as they complete the tasks and, hence, we expect response times to decrease with task order. We also expect that the tasks differ in difficulty. Both effects were found (for automotive consideration decisions). An ANOVA with response time as the dependent variable suggests that both task \((p < .01)\) and task-order \((p < .01)\) are significant and that their interaction is marginally significant \((p = .07)\). Consistent with introspection learning, respondents can articulate their decision rules more rapidly (e-mail task) if
either the consideration-set-decision task or the structured-elicitation task comes first. However, we cannot rule out general learning because response times for all tasks improve with task order.

The response time for the one-week-delayed validation task does not depend upon initial task order suggesting that, by the time the respondents complete all three tasks, they have learned their decision rules. For those respondents for whom the consideration-set-decision task was not first, the response times for the initial consideration-set-decision task and the delayed validation task are not statistically different ($p = .82$). This is consistent with an hypothesis that respondents learned their decision rules and then applied those rules in both the initial and delayed tasks. Finally, as a face-validity check on random assignment, the 9-profile training times do not vary with task-order.

Decision Rule Evolution in First Study

Although the total number of stated decision rules does change as the result of task order, the rules change in feature-level focus. When respondents have the opportunity to introspect prior to the unstructured elicitation (e-mail) task, consumers are more discriminating—more features include both must-have and must-not-have conjunctive rules. On average, we see a change toward more rules addressing EPA mileage (more must-not-have low mileage) and quality ratings (more must-have Q5) and fewer rules addressing crash test ratings (fewer must-not-have C3) and transmission (fewer must have automatic). More respondents want midsized SUVs.

In summary, ancillary analyses of qualitative comments, response times, and decision rules are consistent with the introspection-learning hypothesis—an hypothesis that we believe is a parsimonious explanation.
SECOND STUDY: INTROSPECTION LEARNING AND TASK CONTEXT EFFECTS

We now examine data from a second study. Like the first study, these data were also collected to examine alternative measurement methods, but re-analyses provide insight on introspection learning effects. The second study focuses on mobile phones in Hong Kong. The number of aspects is moderate, but consideration-set decisions are in the domain where decision heuristics are likely (22 aspects in a $4^5 \times 2^2$ design). The smaller number of aspects makes it feasible to use non-compensatory revealed-decision-rule methods allowing us to explore whether the revealed-decision-rule results are unique to HB CBC. These data have the advantage that the delayed validation task occurs three weeks after the initial tasks. We can examine whether the introspection-learning hypothesis extends to the longer time period. (There was also a validation task toward the end of the initial survey following Frederick’s [2005] memory-cleansing task. Because the results based on in-survey validation were almost identical to those based on the delayed validation task, they are not repeated here. Details are available from the authors.)

The second study also enables us to explore the effect of context during introspection learning. Specifically, the e-mail task always comes after the other two tasks—only the 32-profile consideration-set-decision task (bullpen) and a structured-elicitation task were rotated. This rotation protocol provides insight on whether measurement context during learning affects respondents’ articulation of decision rules and their match to subsequent behavior. In addition, the structured elicitation task was less structured than Casemap and more likely to interfere with unstructured elicitation (e-mail task). In the second study the structured task asked respondents to state rules on a preformatted screen, but, unlike Casemap, respondents were not forced to provide rules for every feature and feature level and the rules were not constrained to the Casemap conjunctive/compensatory structure.
Other aspects of the second study were similar to the first study. (1) The consideration-set-decision task used the bullpen format that allowed respondents to introspect consideration-set decisions prior to finalizing their decisions. (2) All decisions were incentive-aligned. One in 30 respondents received a mobile phone plus cash representing the difference between the price of the phone and $HK2500 [$1 = $HK8]. (3) Instructions for the e-mail task were similar and independent judges coded the responses. (4) Features and feature levels were chosen carefully to represent the Hong Kong market and were pretested carefully to be realistic and representative of the marketplace. Table 4 summarizes the mobile-phone features.

Insert table 4 about here.

The 143 respondents were students at a major university in Hong Kong. In Hong Kong, unlike in the US, mobile phones are unlocked and can be used with any carrier. Consumers, particularly university students, change their mobile phones regularly as technology and fashion advance. After a pretest with 56 respondents to assure that the questions were clear and the tasks not onerous, respondents completed the initial set of tasks at a computer laboratory on campus and, three weeks later, completed the delayed-validation task on any Internet-connected computer. In addition to the chance of receiving a mobile phone (incentive-aligned), all respondents received $HK100 when they completed both the initial tasks and the delayed-validation task.

Analysis of Task, Task Order, and Interactions (Second Study)

Table 5 summarizes predictive ability for the second study (ANOVA results were similar to those in the first study). We used two revealed-decision-rule methods estimated from the calibration consideration-set-decision task. “Revealed decision rules (HB CBC)” is as in the first
(automotive) study. “Lexicographic decision rules” estimates a conjunctive model of consideration-set decisions using the greedoid dynamic program described in Dieckmann, Dippold and Dietrich (2009), Kohli and Jedidi (2007), and Yee, et al. (2007). (For consideration-set decisions, lexicographic rules with a cutoff give equivalent predictions to conjunctive decision rules and deterministic elimination-by-aspect rules. See Anonymous 2010.) We also estimated disjunctions-of-conjunctions rules using logical analysis of data (LAD) as described in Hauser, et al. (2010). The LAD results are basically the same as for the lexicographic rules and provide no additional insight on the task-order introspection-learning hypothesis. Details are available from the authors.

We first compare the two rotated tasks: revealed-decision-rule predictions versus structured-elicitation predictions. The analysis reproduces and extends the first-study analysis. Structured elicitation predicts significantly better if it is preceded by a consideration-set-decision task (bullpen) that is sufficiently intense to allow introspection. The structured elicitation task provides over 80% more information (KL = .250 vs. .138) when respondents complete the elicitation task after the bullpen task rather than before the bullpen task. This is consistent with self-learning through introspection. Unlike in the previous study (automotive), the introspection learning effect (mobile phones) is significant for the structured task. (Introspection learning improved Casemap predictions, but not significantly in the first study.) This increased effect is likely due to the reduction in structure of the structured task. The less-structured structured task’s sensitivity to introspection learning (for mobile phones) is more like that of the e-mail task than the Casemap task (for automobiles). As in the first study, there is no order effect for revealed-
decision-rule models, neither for HB CBC nor greedoid-estimated lexicographic decision rules.

The revealed-decision-rule models provide more information for mobile-phone consideration than for automotive consideration, likely because there are more observations per parameter for the mobile-phone aspects. The set of aspects for mobile phones is complex, but in the “sweet spot” of HB CBC. Additive decision rules (HB CBC), which can represent both compensatory and many non-compensatory decision rules, do as well as lexicographic decision rules. This is consistent with prior research (Dieckmann, et al. 2009; Kohli and Jedidi 2007; Yee, et al. 2007), and with a count of the stated decision rules: 78.3% of the respondents asked their agents to use a mix of compensatory and non-compensatory decision rules.

A Context Effect (Interference from the Structured Task)

The task-order effect for the end-of-survey e-mail task is a new effect not tested in the first study. The predictive ability of the e-mail task is best if respondents evaluate 32 profiles using the bullpen format before they complete a structured elicitation task. We observe this effect even though, by the time they begin the e-mail task, all respondents have evaluated 32 profiles using the bullpen. The order effect for structured elicitation (stated-rule format in Table 5) is consistent with introspection learning: respondents who evaluate 32 profiles before structured elicitation are better able to articulate decision rules. However, initial measurement interference from the structured task (stated-rule format) endures to the unstructured elicitation task (e-mail-to-an-agent format in Table 5) even though the unstructured e-mail task follows memory-cleansing and other tasks.

Table 5 suggests that the structured task interferes with (suppresses) respondents’ abilities to state unstructured rules even though respondents had the opportunity for introspection be-
 tween the structured and unstructured tasks. (That is, the e-mail task does better if in the order {introspection, stated-rule, e-mail} than in the order {stated-rule, introspection, e-mail}.) Respondents appear to anchor to the decision rules they state in the structured task and this anchor interferes with respondents’ abilities to introspect, learn, and then articulate their decision rules.

However, not all predictive ability is lost. Even with interference, the decision rules stated in the post-introspection e-mail task predict reasonably well. They predict significantly better than rules from the pre-introspection structured task ($p < .01$) and comparably to rules revealed by the bullpen task ($p = .15$).

On the other hand, the structured task does not affect the predictive ability of decision rules revealed by the bullpen task. In the bullpen task respondents have sufficient time and motivation for introspection. We summarize the relative predictive ability as follows where $>$ implies statistical significance and $\sim$ implies no statistical difference:

$$
\frac{\text{Stated rules (email) after introspection}}{\text{Stated rules (email) after interference \sim allowing for and introspection before introspection}} \quad \text{Revealed rules (structured)}
$$

From the literature we know that context effects (compromise, asymmetric dominance, object anchoring, etc.) affect decision rules. It is reasonable to hypothesize that context also affects stated decision rules, interferes with introspection learning, and suppresses the ability of respondents to describe their decision rules to an agent. If this hypothesis is true, context will have less of an effect on decision rules if consumers first complete a task that allows them to introspect.

We now return to Maria. Before her extensive search she stated consideration-set decision rules. Had she been forced to form a consideration set from which to purchase an automobile, her rules would have led her to a Hyundai Genesis Coupe, a Nissan Altima Coupe, and a
certified-used Infiniti G37 Coupe. Her search process revealed information and encouraged introspection causing her to develop new decision rules. The new consideration-set rules implied an Audi A5 and a certified-used BMW 335i Coupe. Three months later she used the introspected rules to choose an Audi A5 from the set of available vehicles (a sporty coupe without a sunroof, not black, white or silver, stylish, well-handling, moderate fuel economy, and good truck room).

Qualitative Support, Response Times, And Decision-Rule Evolution for the Second Study

The qualitative data collected for the second study (mobile-phones) were not as extensive as the qualitative data collected in the first study (automotive). However, qualitative comments suggest introspection learning (spelling and grammar corrected):

- It is an interesting study, and it helps me to know which type of phone features that I really like.
- It is a worthwhile and interesting task. It makes me think more about the features which I see in a mobile phone shop. It is an enjoyable experience!
- Better to show some examples to us (so we can) avoid ambiguous rules in the (consideration-set-decision) task.
- I really can know more about my preference of choosing the ideal mobile phone.

As in the first study, respondents completed the bullpen task faster when it came after the structured-elicitation task ($p = .02$). However, unlike the first study, task order did not affect response times for the structured-elicitation task ($p = .55$) or the e-mail task ($p = .39$). (The lack of response-time significance could also be due to the fact that English was not a first language for most of the Hong Kong respondents.)

Task order affected the types of decision rules for mobile phones. If the bullpen task preceded structured elicitation, respondents stated more rules in the e-mail task (more must-have and more compensatory rules). For example, more respondents required Motorola, Nokia, or So-
ny-Ericsson, more required a black phone, and more required a flip or rotational style. (Also fewer rejected a rotational style.)

Hit Rates as a Measure of Predictive Ability

Hit rates are a less discriminating measure of predictive validity than KL divergence, but the hit-rate measures follow the same pattern as the KL measures. Hit rate varies by task order for the automotive e-mail task (marginally significant, $p = .08$), for the mobile-phone structured task ($p < .01$), and for the mobile-phone e-mail task ($p = .02$). See table 6.

Summary

Introspection learning is consistent with our data and, we believe, parsimonious.

SUPPLEMENTAL INTERPRETATIONS AND RELATED LITERATURES

Introspection Learning

Based on one of the author’s thirty years of experience studying automotive consumers, Maria’s story rings true. The qualitative quotes and the quantitative data are consistent with an introspection-learning hypothesis which we restate here:

**Introspection Learning Hypothesis.** *If consumers are given a sufficiently realistic task and enough time to complete that task, consumers will introspect their decision rules (and potential consumption of the products). Introspection helps consumers clarify and articulate their decision rules. The clarified decision rules endure and are more stable and less likely to be influenced by context.*

The automotive and the mobile-phone studies randomize rather than manipulate systematically the context of the consideration-set decision. However, given that task-order effects endure to validation one or three weeks later, it appears that either introspection learning endures
and leads to stable decision rules or that respondents introspect similar decision rules when allowed sufficient time.

We hypothesize that introspected decision rules would be much less susceptible to context-based construction than decision rules observed prior to introspection. Many of the results in the literature would diminish sharply. For example we hypothesize that time pressure would influence rules less after respondents had a chance to form decision rules through introspection. We believe that diminished decision-rule construction is important to theory and practice because introspection learning is likely to represent marketplace consider-then-choose behavior in many categories. Recognizing that the two studies were not designed specifically to test introspection learning, we supplement our analyses by examining related research in the learning, expertise, and constructed-decision-rule literatures.

Evidence from Learning, Expertise, and Constructed-Decision-Rule Literatures

In the decision-rule learning literature, Betsch, et al. (2001) manipulated task learning through repetition and found that respondents were more likely to maintain a decision routine with 30 repetitions rather than with 15 repetitions. (They used a one-week delay between induction and validation.) Hensen and Helgeson (1996) demonstrated that learning cues influence naïve decision makers to behave more like experienced decision makers. Hensen and Helgeson (1996, 2001) found that experienced decision makers use different decision rules. Garcia-Retamero and Rieskamp (2009) describe experiments where respondents shift from compensatory to conjunctive-like decision rules over seven trial blocks. Newell, et al. (2004, 132) summarize evidence that learning reduces decision-rule incompatibility. Incompatibility was reduced from 60-70% to 15% when respondents had 256 learning trials rather than 64 learning trials.
Even in children, more repetition results in better decision rules (John and Whitney 1986). As Bröder and Newell (2008, 212) summarize: “the decision how to decide … is the most demanding task in a new environment.”

Hoeffler and Ariely (1999) show that effort and experience improve the stability of compensatory tradeoffs (e.g., sounds that vary on three features). For sounds they find no effect due to the number of choices made, but found that hard choices reduced violations. Making a choices increased respondents confidence in stated preference tradeoffs—an effect consistent with introspection learning.

In the expertise literature, Alba and Hutchison (1987) hypothesize that experts use different rules than novices and Alba and Hutchison (2000) hypothesize that confident experts are more accurate. For complex usage situations Brucks (1985) presents evidence that consumers with greater objective or subjective knowledge (expertise) spend less time searching inappropriate features, but examine more features. We believe that introspection learning is a means to earn expertise.

In the constructed-decision-rule literature Bettman and Park (1980) find significant effects on between-brand processing due to prior knowledge. Bettman and Zins (1977) suggest that about a third of the choices they observed were based on rules stored in memory and Bettman and Park (1980) find significant effects due to prior knowledge. Simonson (2008) argues that some preferences are learned through experience, that such preferences endure, and that “once uncovered, inherent (previously dormant) preferences become active and retrievable from memory (Simonson, 162).” Bettman, et al. (2008) counter that such enduring preferences may be influenced by constructed decision rules. We hypothesize that the Simonson-vs.-Bettman-et-al. debate depends upon the extent to which respondents have time for (prior) introspection learning.
Does Context Endure? Does the Observed Interference Generalize to other Context Effects?

The interference observed in the second study (mobile phones) has precedent in the literature. Russo and Schoemaker (1989) provide many examples were decision makers do not adjust sufficiently from initial conditions and Rabin (1998) reviews behavioral literature to suggest that learning does not eliminate decision biases. Russo, Meloy, and Medvec (1998) suggest that pre-decision information is distorted to support brands that emerge as leaders in a decision process. Bröder and Schiffer (2006) report experiments where respondents maintain their decision strategies in a stock market game even though payoff structures change and decision strategies are no longer optimal. Rakow, et al. (2005) give examples where, with substantial training, respondents do not change their decision rules under higher search costs or time pressure. Alba and Hutchison (1987, 423) hypothesize that experts are less susceptible to time pressure and information complexity.

There is some evidence that the introspection-learning might endure in seminal experiments in the constructed-decision-rule literature. For example, on the first day of their experiments, Bettman, et al. (1988, Table 4) find that time pressure caused the pattern of decision rules to change (–.11 vs. −.17, \( p < .05 \), where more negative means more attribute-based processing). However, Bettman, et al. did not observe a significant effect on the second day after respondents had made decisions under less time pressure on the first day (.19 vs. .20, \( p \) not available). Indeed the second-day-time-pressure patterns were more consistent with no-time-pressure patterns—consistent with an hypothesis that respondents formed their decision rules on the first day and continued to use them on the second day.

In a related set of experiments, Amir and Levav (2008) examine context effects during a learning task (e.g., six successive choices of laptop computers that varied on two features). Con-
text during learning makes respondents more likely to be influenced by context in choices that were made after a filler task. (Respondents were not allowed to revisit choice decisions—a protocol that may have inhibited introspection learning.)

It should not surprise us when initial conditions endure. Although introspection learning appears to improve respondents’ abilities to articulate decision rules, our analyses suggest that decision-context manipulations are likely to be important during the learning phase and that they endure at least to the end-of-survey e-mail task. Simply asking structured questions to elicit decision rules for mobile phones diminished the ability of respondents to later articulate unstructured decision rules even after introspection. We expect that other phenomena will affect decision rule selection during decision-rule learning and that this effect will influence how consumers learn through introspection.

**METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES**

Training

Researchers are careful to train subjects in the experiment’s decision task, but that training may not be sufficient for introspection learning. For example, Luce, Payne, and Bettman’s (1999) experiments in automotive choice used two warm-up questions, but, our data suggest that 9 profiles were not sufficient for introspection learning. Similarly, in deliberation-without-attention experiments (Dijksterhuis, et al. 2006; Lassiter, et al. 2009), respondents read information about products and were asked for preferences with minimal opportunity for introspection. Decision tasks that encourage introspection might resolve the controversy. To the extent that most researchers provide substantially less training that the bullpen task, context-dependent constructed-decision-rule experiments might be focused on the domain where respondents are still
learning their decision rules. It would be interesting to see which experimental context effects diminish after a 30-profile (automotive) or 32-profile (mobile phone) bullpen task.

Unstructured Elicitation

Think-aloud protocols, process tracing, and many related direct-observation methods are common in the consumer-behavior literature. Our data suggest that unstructured elicitation is a good means to identify decision rules that predict future behavior, especially if respondents are first given the opportunity for introspection learning.

Conjoint Analysis and Contingent Valuation

In both tables 3 and 5 the best predictions are obtained from unstructured elicitation (after a bullpen task). This methodological result is not a panacea because the combined tasks take longer than revealed methods (HB CBC, greedoid methods, and LAD can be applied to the bullpen data alone) and because unstructured elicitation requires qualitative coding. Contingent valuation in economics is controversial (Diamond and Hausman 1994; Hanemann 1994; Hausman 1993), but tables 3 and 5 suggest that it can be made more accurate if respondents are first given a task that allows for introspection learning.

SUMMARY

Our data were collected to explore new methods to measure preference. Features, choice alternatives, and formats were chosen to approximate in vivo decisions. To test the methods fairly, they were rotated randomly. Methodological issues are published elsewhere, but through a new lens, the two studies highlight interesting task-order effects to provide serendipitously a
fresh perspective on issues in the constructed-decision-rule, learning, and expertise literatures.

The introspection-learning hypothesis begins with established hypotheses from the constructed-decision-rule literature: Novice consumers, novice to either the product category or the task, construct their decision rules as they evaluate products. During the construction process consumers are influenced context. The introspection-learning hypothesis adds that, if consumers make sufficiently many decisions, they will introspect and form enduring decision rules that may be different from those they would state or use prior to introspection. The hypothesis states further that subsequent decisions will be based on the enduring rules and that the enduring decision rules are less likely to be influenced by context. (It remains an open question how long the rules endure.) This may seem like a subtle change, but the implications are many:

- constructed decision rules are less likely if consumers have a sufficient opportunity for prior introspection
- constructed decision rules are less likely for more-expert consumers
- many results in the literature are based on domains where consumers are still learning,
- but, context effects during learning may endure
- context effects are less likely to be observed \textit{in vivo}.

The last statement is based in our belief that many important \textit{in vivo} consumer decisions, such as automotive consideration decisions, are made after introspection. The introspection-learning hypothesis and most of its implications can also be explored \textit{in vitro}. As this is not our primary skill, we leave \textit{in vitro} experiments to future research.
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# TABLE 1

US AUTOMOTIVE FEATURES AND FEATURE LEVELS IN FIRST STUDY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brand</td>
<td>Audi, BMW, Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet, Chrysler, Dodge, Ford, Honda, Hyundai, Jeep, Kia, Lexus, Mazda, Mini-Cooper, Nissan, Scion, Subaru, Toyota, Volkswagen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body type</td>
<td>Compact sedan, compact SUV, crossover vehicle, hatchback, mid-size SUV, sports car, standard sedan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA mileage</td>
<td>15 mpg, 20 mpg, 25 mpg, 30 mpg, 35 mpg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass package</td>
<td>None, defogger, sunroof, both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission</td>
<td>Standard, automatic, shiftable automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trim level</td>
<td>Base, upgrade, premium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of workmanship rating</td>
<td>Q3, Q4, Q5 (defined to respondents)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crash test rating</td>
<td>C3, C4, C5 (defined to respondents)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power seat</td>
<td>Yes, no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine</td>
<td>Hybrid, internal-combustion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>Varied from $16,000 to $40,000 based on five manipulated levels plus market-based price increments for the feature levels (including brand)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TABLE 2
ANALYSIS OF VARIATION: TASK-ORDER AND TASK-BASED PREDICTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANOVA</th>
<th>KL Divergence&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Significance&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task order</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task-based predictions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interaction</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Significance&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First in order</td>
<td>-.004</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not First in order</td>
<td>na&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E-mail task</strong></td>
<td>.086</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Casemap</strong></td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revealed decision rules&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>na&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First-in-order x E-mail task</strong>&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-.062</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First-in-order x Casemap</strong>&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-.018</td>
<td>-.8</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First-in order x Revealed decision rules</strong>&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>na&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Relative Kullback-Leibler Divergence, an information-theoretic measure.

<sup>b</sup> Bold font if significant at the 0.05 level or better.

<sup>c</sup> na = set to zero for identification. Other effects are relative to this task order, task, or interaction.

<sup>d</sup> Predictions based on stated decision rules with estimated compensatory cut-off.

<sup>e</sup> HB CBC estimation based on consideration-set decision task.

<sup>f</sup> Second-in-order x Task coefficients are set to zero for identification and, hence, not shown.
## TABLE 3
PREDICTIVE ABILITY (ONE-WEEK DELAY), FIRST STUDY (AUTOMOTIVE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task-Based Predictions</th>
<th>Task Order</th>
<th><strong>KL</strong> Divergence</th>
<th><strong>t</strong></th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Revealed decision rules</strong></td>
<td>First</td>
<td><strong>.069</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.4</strong></td>
<td><strong>.67</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(HB CBC based on consideration-set decision task)</td>
<td>Not First</td>
<td><strong>.065</strong></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Casemap</strong></td>
<td>First</td>
<td><strong>.068</strong></td>
<td><strong>-0.9</strong></td>
<td><strong>.40</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Structured elicitation task)</td>
<td>Not First</td>
<td><strong>.082</strong></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E-mail to an agent</strong></td>
<td>First</td>
<td><strong>.093</strong></td>
<td><strong>-2.6</strong></td>
<td><strong>.01</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Unstructured elicitation task)</td>
<td>Not First</td>
<td><strong>.151</strong></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*a* All predictions based on calibration data only. All predictions evaluated on delayed validation task.

*b* Bold font if significant at the 0.05 level or better between first in order vs. not first in order.

*c* Relative Kullback-Leibler Divergence, an information-theoretic measure.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brand</td>
<td>Motorola, Lenovo, Nokia, Sony-Ericsson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Black, blue, silver, pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen size</td>
<td>Small (1.8 inch), large (3.0 inch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>Slim (9 mm), normal (17 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera resolution</td>
<td>0.5 Mp, 1.0 Mp, 2.0 Mp, 3.0 Mp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style</td>
<td>Bar, flip, slide, rotational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>Varied from $HK1,000 to $HK2,500 based on four manipulated levels plus market-based price increments for the feature levels (including brand).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TABLE 5
PREDICTIVE ABILITY (THREE-WEEK DELAY), SECOND STUDY (MOBILE PHONES)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task-Based Predictions</th>
<th>Task Order</th>
<th>KL Divergence</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revealed decision rules</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>.251</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(HB CBC based on consideration-set decision task)</td>
<td>Not first</td>
<td>.225</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexicographic decision rules</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>.236</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Machine-learning estimation based on consideration-set decision task)</td>
<td>Not first</td>
<td>.225</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stated-rule format</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>.138</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>&lt; .01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Structured elicitation task)</td>
<td>Not first</td>
<td>.250</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mail to an agent</td>
<td>SET first</td>
<td>.203</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Unstructured elicitation task)</td>
<td>Decision first</td>
<td>.297</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) All predictions based on calibration data only. All predictions evaluated on delayed validation task.

\(^b\) Bold font if significant at the 0.05 level or better between first in order vs. not first in order.

\(^c\) Relative Kullback-Leibler Divergence, an information-theoretic measure.

\(^d\) For mobile phones e-mail task occurred after the consideration-set-decision and structured-elicitation tasks.

\(^e\) The structured-elicitation task (SET) was rotated with the consideration-set decision task.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task-Based Predictions</th>
<th>Task Order</th>
<th>Hit Rate</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revealed decision rules (HB CBC based on</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>.697</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consideration-set decision task)</td>
<td>Not First</td>
<td>.692</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casemap (Structured elicitation task)</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>.692</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not First</td>
<td>.718</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mail to an agent (Unstructured elicitation</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>.679</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>task)</td>
<td>Not First</td>
<td>.706</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Revealed decision rules (HB CBC based on      | First      | .800     | 0.6 | .55          |
| consideration-set decision task)              | Not first  | .791     | –   | –            |
| Lexicographic decision rules (Machine-learning | First      | .776     | 1.2 | .25          |
| estimation based on consideration-set decision| Not first  | .751     | –   | –            |
| Stated-rule format (Structured elicitation    | First      | .703     | -2.9| <.01         |
| task)                                         | Not first  | .768     | –   | –            |
| E-mail to an agent (Unstructured elicitation  | SET first  | .755     | -2.3| .02          |
| task)                                         | Decision first | .796 | – | – |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Note:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a All predictions based on calibration data only. All predictions evaluated on delayed validation task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b Bold font if significant at the 0.05 level or better between first in order vs. not first in order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c Bold italics font if significantly better at the 0.10 level or better between first in order vs. not first in order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d In the second study the structured-elicitation task (SET) was rotated with the consideration-set decision task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e In the second study e-mail task occurred after the consideration-set-decision and structured-elicitation tasks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>